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Abstract--Both local and global At-weighted Poincar~ inequalities for Green's operator applied 
to the solutions of the nonhomogeneous A-haxmonic equation in John domains axe established. As 
applications of the Poincax~ inequalities for Green's operator, the At-weighted Sobolev imbedding 
inequalities for Green's operator in John domains are also proved. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the nonlinear elliptic equation d*A(x, dw) = B(x, dw), which is 
called the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equation for differential forms in R n, n > 2. The study 
of the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equation for differential/-forms was just initiated by Ding 
and Nolder in [1] in 2002 even though the investigation of the homogeneous A-harmonic equa- 
tion d*A(x, dw) = 0 has been very well developed and many applications of the homogeneous 
A-harmonic equation in different fields, including potential theory and nonlinear elasticity, have 
been found, see [2-9]. For current advances achieved in the study of the homogeneous A-harmonic 
equation, see a recent survey paper [10] by Agarwal and Ding. We all know that Green's operator 
has been well studied and widely used in many areas, including partial differential equations and 
geometric analysis [11]. Also, the Poincar~ inequality is a powerful tool in analysis and related 
fields. The purpose of this paper is to prove both the local and the global A~-weighted Poincar~ 
inequality for Green's operator applied to the solutions of the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equa- 
tion. Our main result is proved in Theorem 3.4. We also explore applications of the Poincar~ 
inequality to the K-quasiregular mappings in Section 3. 
In this paper, we keep using traditional notations developed in the study of the A-harmonic 
equations. Let et, e2, . . . ,  en be the standard unit basis of R n and A z = AI(R n) be the linear 
space of/-vectors, generated by the exterior products ei -= eil A ei2 A • • • A ei~, corresponding to
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all ordered l-tuples I = ( it , i2,. . . , i l )  , 1 _< i l  < i2  < " ' "  < il _< n, l = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n .  As usual, the 
Grassman algebra A -- @p=o At is a graded algebra with respect o the exterior products. For 
a = ~ aIei E A and b = ~ blel E A, the inner product in A is given by (a, b) = ~ alb I with 
summation over all l-tuples I = (il, i 2 , . . . ,  i t )  and all integers l = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n. In this paper, we 
always assume that M is a Riemannian, compact, oriented and C ¢¢ smooth manifold without 
boundary on R n and f~ is an open subset of R ~. A differential/-form w on M is a de Rham 
current [11] on M with values in Al(R~). Let ArM be the I th exterior power of the cotangent 
bundle and C°°(AZM) be the space of smooth/-forms on M. We use D'(M,A l) to denote the 
space of all differential/-forms and LP(AtM, w ~) to denote the/-forms 
I 
on M satisfying fM I ±1 < ~ for all ordered l-tuples I ,  where w is a weight. In this way, 
LP(AtM, w ~) becomes a Banach space with norm 
= = w ~ dz , 
where c¢ is a real number. We write LP(AtM) = LP(AtM, 1). We denote the exterior derivative 
by d : D'(M,A z) --~ D'(M,A t+l) for l = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n .  The Hodge codifferential operator d* : 
D'(M, A t+l) --* D'(M, A t) is defined by d* = ( -1)=t+l ,d ,  on D'(M, At+l), l = 0, 1, . . . ,  n, where,  
is the Hodge star operator. We always use G to denote Green's operator. We use B to denote a 
ball and pB, p > 0, to denote the ball with the same center as B and with diam(pB) = p diam(B). 
We do not distinguish the balls from cubes in this paper. For a measurable set E C R",  we 
write ]E I for the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of E. We call w a weight if w E L~oc(R n) and 
w > 0 a.e. 
Iwaniec and Lutoborski obtained the following result [5]: let D c R n be a bounded, convex 




(Kyw)(x; ~1 . . . .  , ~t-1) ---- t l- lw(tx + y - ty; x - y, ~1,..., ~t-1) dt (1.1) 
and the decomposition w = d(Kyw) + Ky(dw) holds at any y E D. A homotopy operator 
T :  C°~(D,A l) --~ C°~(D, AI-1) is defined by averaging Ky over all points y in D 
Tw =/D ~(y)Kyw dy, (1.2) 
where ~ E C~(D) is normalized by fD ~o(y) dy = 1. We define the/-form WD E D'(D, A l) by 
WD=IDl- l fD~;(y)dy , l=0 ,  and wD=d(Tw),  l= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (1.3) 
for all w E LP(D, At), 1 < p < co. The following nonlinear elliptic equation: 
d*A(x, dw) = B(x, dw) (1.4) 
is called the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equation for differential forms, where A: M x A l (R n) --* 
AL(R n) and B : M x AI(R ~) --* A t - I (R  '~) satisfy the conditions 
[A(x, ~)] < a[~l p-l, A(x, ~) . ~ >_ ]~[P, and IB(x, ~)[ <_ b]~] p- l ,  (1.5) 
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for almost everyx • M and all~ • AI(Rn). Here a,b > 0 are constants and 1 < p < c~is 
a fixed exponent associated with (1.4). A solution to (1.4) is an element of the Sobolev space 
Wllo'P(M, A l- l)  such that 
fMA(X, dT + B(x, = O, d~). dw). (1.6) 
for all ~ • W~o'~(M, A ~-~) with compact support. We should notice that if the operator B = 0 
in (1.4), then equation (1.4) reduces the homogeneous A-harmonic equation, or the A-harmonic 
equation 
d*A(x, dw) = 0, (1.7) 
which has received much investigation during the recent years, see [2,3,5,7,10]. The solutions of 
the A-harmonic equation are called A-harmonic tensors. 
2. THE LOCAL At -WEIGHTED INEQUAL IT IES  
A differential form u • L~oc(AZM) is said to have a generalized gradient if, for each coordinate 
system, the pullbacks of the coordinate function of u have generalized gradient in the familiar 
sense [12]. Let I4~(AIM) = {u • L~oc(AIM) : u has generalized gradient}. The harmonic/-field 
is defined by 7/(ARM) = {u • VP(AZM) : du = d*u = O, u • L v for some 1 < p < oo} and the 
orthogonal complement of 7/ in L 1 is defined by 7/1 = {u • L 1 : (u, h) = 0 for all h E 7-/}. Also, 
Green's operator G is defined as G : C°°(AIM) --* 7/J A C°°(AZM) by assigning G(u) to be the 
unique element of 7-I ± M CC~(AZM) satisfying Poisson's equation AG(w) = w - H(w), where H 
is either the harmonic projection or sometimes the harmonic part of w. See [11] for properties of 
Green's operator. 
ow o~ ) consists of differ- For w • DI(M, A/), the vector-valued differential form ~Tw = (b--~,---, 0=, 
a~ DI(M, Al), where the partial differentiation is applied to the coefficients of w. ential forms ~ • 
Let WI,P(M, A l) be the Sobolev space of/-forms which equals LP(AlM) N LPl(ALM) with norm 
IIWIIW',~(M) = diam(M)-lilwHv,M + IIV°>]Ip,M. (2.1) 
The following weighted norm of ~; • WI,p(M, A l, w a) over M was introduced in [3]: 
IIwliw,,~tM),~ = diam(M) -lllwl]p,M,~ + IlVw[Ip,M,~, (2.2) 
where a is a real number, 0 < p < oo and a weight w(x). 
The following weak reverse Hhlder inequality about du appears in [1]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u be a solution of (1.4) in M, ~ > 1 and 0 < s,t < oo. Then there exists a 
constant C, independent of u, such that 
(2.3) 
for all balls or cubes B with aB C M. 
DEFImTION 2.2. A weight w(x) is calIed an A~-weight for some r > 1 on a subset E c R "~, 
write w • A~(E), if w(x) > 0 a.e., and 
:/(~-1) dx)  (~-:) 007 
for any ball B c E. 
See [4] for more results about A~-weights. We also need the following reverse Hhlder inequality 
for At-weights [13, Chapter 15]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. I f  w 6 At,  then there exist constants/3 > 1 and C, independent of w, such that 
II¢oII~,B --< CIBI(~-~)/~It~II~,B, (2.4) 
for all balls B C R n. 
We will use the following generalized H61der inequality repeatedly in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 < a < oo, 0 < fl < oo, and s -1 = a -1 + fl-1. I f  u and v are measurable 
functions on R '~, then 
Iluvll.,E < II~II~,E" IIvlIz,E, 
for any E c R ~. 
From [9], we have the following lemma about L~-estimates for Green's operator. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let u 6 C~(A~M),  l = O, 1 , . . . ,n .  For 1 < s < oo, there ex/sts a constant C, 
independent of  u, such that 
HdC(u)[[s,M + JJC(du)Jl~,M + HG(u)[]~,M ~ CJJ~H~,M. (2.5) 
In 2002, Ding obtained the following Poincar4 inequality for Green's operator in [2]. 
THEOREM A. Let u 6 C°°(A~M), 1 = O, 1 , . . . ,  n. Assume that 1 < s < oo. Then, there exists a 
constant C, independent of u, such that 
IJC(u) - (C(u))BIJ~,s < Cdiam(B)HduJJ~,B, (2.6) 
for all bails B with B C M. 
Now, we prove the following At-weighted Poincar4 inequality for Green's operator G acted on 
solutions of (1.4). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let u 6 D'(M,  A t) be a solution of (1.4) on a manifold M and du 6 LS(M, Al+l), 
l = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n .  Assume that w E At(M)  for some r > 1 and a > 1, 0 < ~ <_ 1, 1 + a ( r -  1) < 
s < oo. Then 
UG(u) - (G(u))Bt]~,B,~ <_ Cdiam(B)]]duHs,~s,~, (2.7) 
for all balls B with aB  C M. Here C is a constant independent of u. 
PROOF. First, we assume that 0 < a < 1. Let t = s/(1 - a). Then 1 < s < t since 0 < a < 1. 
Using H51der inequality we have 
( /B  ,G(u) -- (G(u))B,~w~ dx)  1/~ 
(/. 
(2.8) 
<_ (/slG(u)-(G(u))s[t dx) l/t (/sW~t/(t-') dx) (t-s)/~t 
(/.)'" = JIG(u) - (G(u))BI[t,B wdx  
Select m = s / (a( r  - 1) + 1), then m < s. From Theorem A and Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
HG(u) - (G(u))Bt]t,B <_ C1 diam(S)]]du]]t,B 
< C2[B[(m-~)/mt diam(B)]]duHm,¢B , 
(2.9) 
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From (2.8)-(2.10), we find that 
Since 1/m = 1/s + (s - m) /sm,  by HSlder inequality again, we 
(id~i~/.~,-~/Om d~) ~/~ 
(2.1o) 
(L,c/~//c/.//.,.°~..)"" 
"..) . . ,  
Applying w 6 At, we obtain 
[ ,  h ~l~ l / ( r -U 
' 
(2.12) 
<_ CalaBl<' - l ) l~+~l ~
C41BI acr-1)/s+a/s. 
Substituting (2.12) into (2.11) and using (m - t ) /mt  = -a /s  - a i r  - 1)/s, we obtain 
(/z la(u) - (G(~) )Bl~° dx) 1/~ < Csdiam(B)  ( f~Bldul~w~ dx)  ~/~ 
which is equivalent o (2.7). 
For the case a = 1, by Lemma 2.3, there exist constants/3 > 1 and C6 > 0, such that 
II~II~,B < C61BI(X-z)/~II~'LI~,B (2.13) 
for any cube or any ba l lB  C R" .  Chooset  = s~/ ( /3 -1 ) , then  1 < s <t  and~=t / ( t - s ) .  
Since 1/s = 1/t + (t - s)/st,  by Lemma 2.4 and (2.13), we have 
<_ (~ ,G(u)-(G(u))B]tdx) 1/' (~ (wl/') "t/('-') dx) ('-')/'' (2.14) 
,is < CTI IG(~) - (O(u) )B I l , , s  • II~II,~,B 
B (1-~)/;~s w 1/, <_ Cs l lO(~) -  (o (~) )B I I , ,8 - I  I It II,,s. 
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Now, choose m = s/r.  Then m < s. Combining Theorem A and Lemma 2.1 gives 
JIG(u) - (G(u))B IIt,S <-- C9 diam(B)[[du][t,B 
(2.12) 
<_ Clo[BI(~-t)/mt diam(B)[[du]]~,~s. 
By HSlder inequality again, we obtain 
< 
Combining (2.15) and (2.16) yields 
HG(~) - (C(~))BHt,B < C111B] (~-~)/~ 
Applying (2.12) with a = 1, we find that 
Substituting (2.17) into (2.14) and using (2.18), we conclude that 
llG(~) - (O(u))~lls,B,~ 
_ dx < C12[B[(1-~)/~S]B]('~-t)/mtdiam(B)Hdu][s'~s'~[[w[[11'/B B 
< Cla[B[(1-~)/~[Bl(m-t)/mt]B[ r/~diam(B)[[du[[~,~s,~ 
_< Clu diam(B)Hdu][ 8,=B,~. 
We have proved that (2.7) is still true if a = 1. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let u 6 D'(M,  At), l = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n, be a solution of the nonhomogeneous A-har- 
monic equation (1.4) on a manifold M C R ~ and a > 1. Assume that w 6 A~(M),  for some 
1 < r < eo and s, r < s < o% is a fixed exponent associated with the A-harmonic equation (1.4). 
Then there exists a constant C, independent of u, such that 
]lO(u) - (G(u))BHW~.,(S),~,~ <_ Clldul[s,=B,~,o, 
for all balls B with aB  C M.  Here a is any constant with 0 < a <_ 1. 
PROOF. From [ll], we know that Green's operator commutes with d, that is, for any differential 
form u 6 C°°(AtM), we have dC(u) = Cd(u). Since [Vw I = ]dw I for any differential form w, we 
have 
I]VG(u)IIs,B : ][dC(u)l]8,B = HG(du)[[~,B A Cx]]du[l~,B, (2.19) 
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by Lemma 2.5. Using the same method as we developed in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we can also 
extend inequality (2.19) into the A~-weighted case 
IIVG(u) IIs,B,~ < C2 ]ldull 8,pB,~, (2.20) 
where p > 1 is a constant. Note that (G(u))B is a closed form for any ball B, then 
HV((G(u))B)I[~,B,~- = [Id((G(u))y)lls,s,~, = 0, 
for any ball B. Thus, we have 
[]V(G(u)--(C(u))S)[[s,B,w, ~ ][V(C(u))]ls,B,~j,~ -FI[V((G(~Z))B)[]s,B,w,~ < C2][du[[s,pB,w¢,. (2.21) 
Hence, applying Theorem 2.6 and using (2.2) and (2.21), we find that 
IIC(u) - (a(U))BIIw~,~(B),~o = diam(B)- l l [G(u)  - (G(u))Bl[~,W,~ 
+ I lV (G( ,4  - 
__ diam(B) -~.  C3 diam(B)lldull~,~,B,~ + C21lduil,,pS,,~o 
< C411d ll , s, o. 
Therefore, we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
We should notice that the parameter a is any real number with 0 < a < 1. This makes 
our theorems more flexible to be used for different purposes. For example, choosing a = 1 in 
Theorem 2.6, we have the following version of Ar(M)-weighted Poincax~ inequality. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let u E D ' (M,  AI), 1 = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n ,  be a solution of the nonhomogeneous 
A-harmonic equation (1.4) on a manifold M c R n and cr > 1. Assume that w E A~(M),  
for some 1 < r < oo and s, r < s < oo, is a fixed exponent associated with the A-harmonic 
equation (1.4). Then there exists a constant C, independent of u, such that 
] lG(u)  - (G(u) )B l l , , s ,~  <__ C diam(B)Ildull~,~,B,,~, (2.22) 
for all balls B with a B C M.  
3. THE GLOBAL RESULTS IN  JOHN DOMAINS 
In this section, we will prove the global results in John domains. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We call ~, a proper subdomain of R n, 6-John domain, 5 > O, if there exists a 
point xo E ,~ which can be joined with any other point x 6 ~ by a continuous curve 3' C C/so 
that 
d(¢, On) >_ - 
for each ~ 6 7. Here d(~, 0f~)/s the Euclidean distance between ~ and 0~. 
We know that 5-John domain has the following properties [7]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~ C R n be a 6-John domain, then there exists a covering ~; of 12 consisting of 
open cubes such that: 
(i) Eoe, x o(x) __ Nxa(x) ,  x e t t  
(ii) There is a distinguished cube Qo E ~) (called the central cube) which can be connected 
with every cube Q c )2 by a chain of cubes Qo, Q1, . . . ,  Qk = Q from l; such that for each 
i=0 ,1 , . . . , k -1 ,  
Q C NQi .  
There is a cube Ri C R ~ (this cube does not need be a member of V) such that 
Ri C Qi M Qi+l, and Qi u Qi+t c NR i .  
The following lemma appears in [6]. 
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LEMMA 3.3. I fV is a collection of cubes in R n and CQ are nonnegative numbers associated with 
the cubes Q E V and w E At, d#(x) = w(x) dx, then for 1 <_ p < c~ and N >_ 1 we have 
where Bp is independent of the collection ~ and the numbers CQ. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let u E D~(~, A °) be a solution of the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equa- 
tion (1.4) and w E Ar(fl) for some 1 < r < oo. Assume that s is a fixed exponent associated 
with the A-harmonic equation (1.4), r < s < c~. Then there exists a constant C, independent 
of u, such that 
(I It(u)(G(u))QoiSwdx) 1/s \11~ 
for any" bounded ~-John domain f] C R n. Here Q0 c O is the cube appearing in Lemma 3.2. 
PROOF. First, we should notice that (2.22) can be written as 
Q IG(u) - (G(u) )QI" dlz(x) <- C diam(B) LQ Idul" d#(x), (3.1) 
where the measure #(x) is defined by d#(x) = w(x)dx. We keep using the notation and the 
covering Y described in the above Lemma 3.2 and the properties of the measure #(x): if w E A~, 
then 
I~(NQ) < MN'~r #(Q), (3.2) 
for each cube Q with NQ c R ~ (see [13]) and 
max (#(Qi), # (Q~+l)) _< Mg'~r~ (Qi 0 Qi+l), (3.3) 
for the sequence of cubes Qi, Qi+l, i = 0,1, . . . ,  k -  1 described in Lemma 3.2. By the elementary 
inequality la + b I' < 2"(la I' + [bl'), s > 0, we find that 
/'o it(u)- (a(u)).ol" w = io 
__ 2"  ,fq (a(-)).l" d.(x) (3.4) 
+ 2" ~ fe  [(G(u))Q° - (G(u))Q[" d#(x). 
QEV w 
The first sum can be estimated by Corollary 2.8 and Condition (i) 
Q~v Qev Q (3.5) 
< C1N (~ ,dul'wdx) .
Now we estimate the second sum in (3.4). Fix a cube Q E Y and let Qo, QI . . . . .  Qk ~- Q be the 
chain from (ii). We have 
k--1 
I(a(u))Qo - (a(u))QI < ~ I(G(u))e, - (G(U))Q,.~ 1. (3.6) 
i=0 
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Using (3.1) and (3.3), we have 
8 1 /Q I(G(u))o~ - (G(u))Q,+ll 8 dtt(x) 
I(a(~))q, - (a(~))Q,÷,l = ,(Q~ n Q,+I) ,nQ,+, 
M N"  fQ < I(aO,))Q, - (a(U))Q,+. I d.(x) 
- m~(, (QO,~ (q,+l)) ,nq,+, 
i+l I /Q 
_< c~ ~ .(Qj) ]a(~) - (a(~))Q, 18 d.(x) 
j= i  J 
i+1 diam(Qj) f 
< c3 ~.  . ,(Q~) J,q, IdulSw dx. 
Since Q c NQj for j = i, i + 1, 0 < i < k -  1 (see (ii)), we have 
I(G(u) )Q, - ( G(u) )Q,+, I" XQ(X) <_ C3 j~__~ XNQ,(x) diam(f~)~(Qj) Q~ ld~lS~, dx . 
By (3.6) and diam(f~) < oo, we have (note la + bl ~/8 < 2v'(lalV8 + IbiS/q) 
( 1 (L  Idul~wdx)) 1/''xNn(x)' I(G(u))Qo -- (G(u))QIXQ(x) <_ 04 E ~ R 
R6W 
for every x 6 R n. Hence, 
Q~evfQ ,(G(u))Qo - (G(u))Q[" d.(x) 
(3.7) 
< XNR(X) dtt(x). 
By (3.7) and Lemma 3.3, we obtain 
Notice that 
E XR(X) <_ E X~.n(x) <_ Nxa(x) 
REW RE)) 
with the elementary inequality I~N=l ti] 8 _< N 8-1 ~N= 1 It,] ", we obtain 




, c. (f ,,.,..,.) 
by Condition (i). Combining (3.4), (3.5), and (3.8), we have completed the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Using Theorem 3.4 with the same method developed in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we can obtain 
the following global Sobolev imbedding inequality for Green's operator applied to the solutions 
of'the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equation in the John domain. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let u E D' (~,A  °) be a solution of the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equa- 
tion (1.4) and w E Ar(~)  for some 1 < r < oo. Assume that s is a fixed exponent associated 
with the A-harmonic equation (1.4), r < s < oo. Then there exists a constant C, independent 
of u, such that 
IIC(~) - (G(~))qo IIw,.(n),~ < Clld~ll.,n,~, (3.9) 
for any 6-John domain ~ C R n. Here Qo C ~ is the cube appearing in Lemma 3.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let f (x)  = (f l ,  f2 , . . . ,  fn) be K-quasiregular on a manifold M. Then, we know 
that 
u = fld$1 AdS 2 A . . .  A df I-1 (3.10) 
is a solution of the A-harmonic equation (1.7) on M with a fixed exponent p = n/l, l = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
n - 1, where A is some operator satisfying (1.5). By Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, respectively, we find 
that there is a constant C, independent of f ,  such that 
(S. I,',,' o..)''" 
,'(I. ,, (,,,,,.,,......,,,-,I I..-,.)"" ,.1, 
and 
l -1 IIc(fW1Adf~A'"Adyl-1)-(c(SW'Adf2A'"Adf )).llw,,.(.),~. (3.12) 
_< c lid (slds I AdS 2 A. . .  A dsl-1) I1.,.,oo, 
for any  ba l l  B w i th  aB C M.  Here  1 = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n  - 1, and a > 1 is a constant .  
REMARK. 
(i) We obtain the global results for John domains. Since uniform domains [14] are John 
domains, we know that our global results are also true for uniform domains. 
(ii) Our local results can be generalized into other global cases, such as the compact manifold 
and the LS(#)-averaging domains. Considering the length of the paper, we do not include 
the global cases here. 
(iii) Example 3.6 can be generalized into the global cases using Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, respec- 
tively. 
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